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Introduction

The rough sets’ theory developed in the eighties of the twentieth century by
Prof. Z. Pawlak is an useful tool for data analysis. Therefore a lot of rough
sets algorithms were implemented in scientiﬁc and commercial tools for data
processing. But data processing eﬃciency problem is arising with increase of the
amount of data. Software limitations led to searching the new possibilities.
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are the digital integrated circuits
which function is not determined during the manufacturing process, but can be
programmed by engineer any time. One of the main features of FPGAs is the
possibility of evaluating any boolean function. That’s why they can be used for
supporting rough sets calculations.
At the moment there are some hardware implementation of speciﬁc rough
set methods. Detailed summary can be found in [1] and in [6].
None of the above are the complex solutions as they are only implementations
of the speciﬁc rough sets method. Authors propose the fully operational Systemon-Chip (SoC) named GROSHEC (General ROugh Set Hardware Enhanced
Computer) based on Altera NIOS II core. SoC was implemented in Altera’s
Stratix III FPGA using TerasIC DE3 development board. Some details on previous authors’ work can be found in [5, 2, 3].
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System architecture

Startix III FPGA contains processor control unit implemented as NIOS II embedded core with extended instruction set designed to support rough sets calculations. FPGA chip includes also hardware calculation blocks which act as a
coprocessors for rough sets calculations.
Since the beginning of our research, following hardware calculations blocks
have been designed, implemented and tested:
–
–
–
–

blocks for calculating upper and lower approximations,
module for creating discernibility matrix,
two versions of modules that allows to obtain reduct,
ﬁve versions of blocks designed to calculate the core.
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Results and Conclusions

All of these blocks were synthesized into FPGA and tested in real chip. Functionally equal software implementations were prepared for each of mentioned
methods to do time comparison tests.
Obtained results showed that the approximations and discernibility matrix
for small datasets (about 100 objects, Diabetes dataset [4]) can be calculated by
hardware over 200000 times faster than software. Calculating reduct is nearly
3000 times faster. For big dataset (106 objects, multiplied Diabetes) the core is
calculated 10 times faster (648 times faster taking clock speed diﬀerence between
PC and FPGA into consideration).
The hardware implementation is the main direction of using scalable rough
sets methods in real time solutions focused on processing big data. Results obtained in experiments proved that proposed solution can be used for speeding
up the calculations of rough sets methods, also for very big data sets.
Currently authors are preparing hardware implementation for big datasets
attribute discretization. Results will be published soon.
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